Digital proof-of-concept
with simulation
Unleashing innovation potential with computer models

Customer benefits
●

●

●

Evaluation of novel design concepts with
instant feedback
Reduced product development time through
building and testing of virtual prototypes
Faster response to market needs

Our CAE services for testing new ideas
At SGL Carbon, we believe that seemingly small ideas can make
a big difference. In complex, multiphysical processes, minor
design changes at the right spot can reduce production costs
and lead to major improvements in process cycle time and
energy consumption. Computational methods provide power-

ful possibilities to evaluate the potential benefits of such
design changes in advance. With our modeling solutions we
support our customers at various stages during the product
development process and help them to achieve smarter
solutions.

The case
• Heat exchanger tubes are prone to ‘fouling’, the deposition
of residual materials on the inner tube surface, which
decreases the heat transfer efficiency and causes clogging
of the system.
• Fouling predominantly occurs at low flow velocities, i.e.
when the flow regime in the heat exchanger tubes is laminar.

Virtual testing of design concepts. Streamline plots indicating
fluid velocity in a heat exchanger tube segment.
Left: conventional wire coil insert with circular wire cross-section.

Right: increased turbulent mixing for novel wire coil with
triangular wire cross-section.

Our Solution
We carried out a digital proof of concept for a new heat
exchanger design that combines the benefits of conventional
scraped surface heat exchangers and wire coil inserts commonly used to enhance turbulent flow conditions in heat
exchanger tubes. The design involves a novel wire coil with
triangular wire cross-section, which both acts as a sharp edge
to scrape off fouling layers by horizontal movement of the wire
coil insert and increases the heat transfer contact area
between the wire coil insert and the tube wall.

We used a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model to
simulate the fluid flow and temperature distribution in a heat
exchanger tube segment for wire coil inserts with both a
conventional circular and the novel triangular cross-section.
The simulation results demonstrate that the novel triangular
wire coil cross-section improves wall temperature homogeneity and turbulent mixing of the fluid, thus increasing the overall
fluid-to-wall heat transfer.

Simulation of resulting temperature distribution. Application
of a triangular wire coil cross-section results in improved
fluid-to-wall heat transfer.
Top: temperature distribution for conventional circular wire
coil cross-section.
Bottom: homogenous wall temperature distribution
for wire coil with triangular wire cross-section.

Need to put your ideas to the test?
Need to review and improve
your design concepts?
Get in touch with our experts.
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